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Abstract Objective Intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS) is an imaging method that can be used in
various neurosurgical procedures. It assists in the removal of brain tumors, hemato-
mas, in the insertion of ventricular catheters, and in spinal and peripheral nerve
surgeries. The original studies using IOUS were performed with devices that produced
lower-quality images, generating little interest in their use. The introduction of
ultrasound devices that yielded higher-quality images associated with a relative low
cost and ease of use rendered IOUS attractive. Thus, we started using it in multiple
neurosurgical procedures, studying its practicality, efficacy and limitations.
Materials andmethods A retrospective case study on the use of IOUS in neurosurgery
from August 2014 to December 2020 at a single institution, evaluating its practicality,
efficacy and limitations.
Results A total of 127 IOUS scans were performed in 112 patients aged 19 to 83
(mean: 53.8) years: 106 scans of the brain, 4 of the spinal cord, and 2 of the peripheral
nerves. Brain tumors were the majority, with 86 cases (67.8%). The IOUS was
unsatisfactory in 9 cases (7.1%), and there were no cases of infection related to the
IOUS.
Conclusion The IOUS is a dynamic, safe, and practical exam. It can be performed in a
few minutes and repeated several times during the surgical procedure. It enables
surgeons to observe the pulsation of tissues and vessels, the displacement of lumps in
liquid collections, and to monitor the drainage of cysts and collections, in vivid,
interactive and real-time images.
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Introduction

Intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS) is an imaging method used
in neurosurgery to help locate brain tumors, guide the
insertion of ventricular catheters and perform biopsies,
identify anatomical structures, evaluate tissue vasculariza-
tion, monitor the progress of surgery, and perform the final
evaluation.1,2 Initially, studies3 with IOUS used devices with
low image resolution that did not provide satisfactory spatial
orientation. In addition, the transducers also had limitations:
given that they were not intended for intracranial use, they
did not fit perfectly in the surgical cavity, which generated
many artifacts, reducing even further the quality of the
image. Thus, many neurosurgeons lost interest in this mo-
dality of image-guided surgery. With the development of
ultrasound devices that yield images with better contrast
resolution, transducers that are better coupled in the surgical
cavity, bringing them closer to the area of interest, reducing
artifacts, the possibility of generating three-dimensional
(3D) images, and the coupling to navigation systems, the
interest in IOUS was rekindled.4,5 Additionally, the IOUS
devices are portable, easy to handle, and relatively inexpen-
sive compared with other more expensive and laborious
methods of image-guided surgery, such as intraoperative
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); thus IOUS has become a
very interesting method, especially in our field. Therefore,
we decided to use IOUS in various types of neurosurgical
procedures and evaluate its practicality, efficacy and
limitations.

Material and Methods

The present is a retrospective case study of the use of IOUS in
neurosurgery from August 2014 to December 2020. All
procedures were performed by the senior author of the
present article. The ultrasound equipment used was Micro-
Maxx (SonoSite Inc., Bothell,WA, United States). Two types of
transducers were used: a linear 6MHz to 13MHz and a
1MHz to 5MHz for deeper lesions or insertion of an intra-
ventricular catheter. For the assembly of the equipment, the
transducer was wrapped in a sterile plastic cover used in
video-laparoscopy filled with ultrasound gel at the end next
to the transducer and fixed with rubber bands. The equip-
ment console was also covered in transparent sterile plastic
to enable its handling during surgery.

For encephalic injuries, we followed this protocol: after
boneflap removal, the intact duramater was analyzed in two
planes perpendicular to each other to map the lesion, and
assess its location, characteristics, and relationship with
adjacent structures, followed by color Doppler to study the
vascularization of the lesion and identify the vessels in the
region. The opening of the duramater wasplanned according
to the data obtained. In cases of subcortical injuries, new
evaluations were performed after the opening of the dura to
plan the best approach. In cases of brain tumors, the evalua-
tions were repeated as many times as necessary to monitor
the evolution of the resection and to detect possible iatro-
genic lesions. The surgical cavity was filled with saline. After
the dura mater was closed, a new study was performed to

Resumo Objetivo A ultrassonografia intraoperatória (USIO) é um método de imagem que
pode ser utilizado em vários procedimentos neurocirúrgicos. Auxilia na remoção de
tumores cerebrais, hematomas, no implante de cateteres ventriculares, e em cirurgias
espinhais e de nervos periféricos. Os estudos iniciais com a USIO eram realizados com
aparelhos que disponibilizavam imagens de baixa qualidade, o que gerava pouco
interesse no seu uso. Com o desenvolvimento de aparelhos de ultrassom que
produziam imagens de melhor qualidade, eram de fácil manuseio e tinham relativo
baixo custo, reacendeu-se o interesse na USIO. Por este motivo, iniciamos a utilização
da USIO em múltiplos procedimentos neurocirúrgicos, e estudamos sua praticidade,
eficácia e limitações.
Materiais e métodos Estudo retrospectivo dos casos em que a USIO foi utilizada em
neurocirurgia de agosto de 2014 a dezembro de 2020 em uma só instituição, com a
avaliação de sua praticidade, eficácia e limitações.
Resultados Foram realizadas 127 USIOs em 112 pacientes com idades entre 19 e 83
(média: 53,8) anos, 106 no encéfalo, 4 emmedula espinhal, e 2 em nervo periférico. Os
tumores cerebrais foram amaioria, com 86 casos (67,8%). A USIO foi insatisfatória em 9
casos (7,1%), e não houve casos de infecção relacionada à USIO.
Conclusões A USIO é um exame dinâmico, seguro e prático. Pode ser feito em poucos
minutos e repetido várias vezes durante o procedimento cirúrgico. É possível observar a
pulsação dos tecidos e vasos, o deslocamento de grumos em coleções líquidas, e
acompanhar a drenagem de cistos e coleções, em imagens vivas, interativas e em
tempo real.
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assess the resection and detect bruises. Difficulties in
performing the exam and problems encountered were
noted.

In cases of spinal tumors, only the 6MHz to 13MHz linear
transducer was used. The IOUS was performed after the
removal of posterior bone elements, debris, and clots, and
filling the cavity with saline. The scan was performed in the
sagittal and axial planes before opening the dura. The loca-
tion of the lesion, its characteristics, and changes in the
structure of the spinal cord were evaluated followed by the
use of color Doppler to map the vessels. The dura mater was
opened according to the findings. The exams were repeated
to follow the evolution of the resection. At the end of the
procedure, with the dura mater closed, a new scan was
performed for final evaluation and detection of hematomas.

For surgeries of peripheral nerve tumors, the 6MHz to
13MHz linear transducer was used in perpendicular planes
to locate the tumor and plan the skin incision. The IOUSwas
then used to guide dissection and tumoral resection as well

as to confirm complete resection and formation of hemato-
mas at the end of surgery.

Results

A total of 127 IOUS scans were performed on 112 patients
between August 2014 and December 2020. The age of the
patients ranged from 19 to 83 (mean: 53.8) years, and the
samplewascomposedof52maleand60femalepatients.Of the
15 patients inwhichmore than one procedurewas performed,
9 had tumor recurrence (7 cases of high-grade glioma and 2
cases of meningiomas), and 6 had multiple lesions (5 cases of
metastasis and 1 of meningioma). Brain lesions were the
majority, with 106 cases, followed by spinal tumors in 4,
and peripheral nerve tumors in 2 cases. ►Table 1 shows a
summary of the pathologies and the number of procedures.

Regarding the practicality of use, we observed that the
ultrasound device takes up little space in the operating room,
its assembly is quick, and it can be used both in elective and

Table 1 Pathologies and number of intraoperative ultrasound procedures performed

Number of cases Number of procedures

Brain

Glioma 19 25

Meningioma 22 25

Metastasis
- Supratentorial
- Infratentorial

14
3

18
5�

Vestibular schwannoma 6 6

Epidermoid/dermoid cyst
- Supratentorial
- Infratentorial

3
1

3
1

Hypophyseal adenoma 2 2

Frontal invasive spinocellular carcinoma 1 1

Cavernoma 3 3

Rathke cleft cyst 1 1

Intracerebral hematoma 3 3

Ischemic stroke/biopsy 1 1

Arteriovenous malformation 7 7

Aneurysm 19 19

Neurocysticercosis 1 1

Spinal cord

Astrocytoma 1 1

Ganglioglioma 1 1

Meningioma 1 1

Hemangioma 1 1

Peripheral nerve

Schwannoma 2 2

Total 112 127

Note: �Intraventricular catheter insertion guided by intraoperative ultrasound.
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emergency surgeries. Few cases were necessary in order for
us to become familiar with the operation of the device and
the examination. The IOUS itself requires only a fewminutes
to be performed, and it can be repeated as many times as
necessary without adding too much time to the surgical
procedure.

Most brain injuries were brain tumors, which were all
easily located, even those deep and small. We could identify
cystic and necrotic areas, vessels, edema and ventricular
displacements. It was particularly useful in monitoring re-
section and in the identification of residual tumors, espe-
cially in gliomas.

Intracerebral hematomas were also identified. In a partic-
ular case, IOUSwas determinant to define the conduct in real
time, as it identified a ruptured aneurysm inside an intrace-
rebral hematoma.Wehad the opportunity to use IOUS in five
giant aneurysms, four in the internal carotid artery (ICA) and
1 in the middle cerebral artery. The aneurysms were easily
identified. Three giant ICA aneurysms were partially throm-
bosed, and IOUS clearly showed the aneurysmal sac wall and
its relationship with adjacent structures, the intramural
thrombus, and the swirling flow within the aneurysm
through Doppler. After insertion of a clip, IOUS enabled the
confirmation of the exclusion of the aneurysm from the
circulation, which was corroborated by postoperative angi-
ography. We used IOUS in seven surgeries to resect arterio-
venous malformations (AVMs). It was useful to identify and
define the AVM, and to locate drainage veins and nourishing
arteries before opening the dura mater, thus avoiding un-
necessary openings and accidents.

For the insertion of an intraventricular catheter, IOUS
proved to be of great value because it accurately guided the
ventricular puncture and the positioning of the catheter.
Similarly, it was very useful to guide the resection of deep
lesions aided by metal cannulas.

In spinal cord surgeries, we were able to identify the
tumors in all cases and observe the sonographic character-
istics of the normal spinal cord and its pathological changes.
The IOUS was also useful in peripheral nerve surgeries to
locate and guide tumor resection.

In the 127procedures performed, IOUSwas unsatisfactory
in 9 (7,1%) cases, all of brain tumors. In three cases, IOUSwas
interrupted due to perforation and extravasation of gel
through the plastic layer, without contaminating the surgical
field. In five procedures (four cases of glioma and one case of
metastasis), we did not obtain the proper coupling of the
transducer in the surgical cavity, as it was not possible to
completely fill the cavity with saline due to the position of
the patient’s head, which generated many artifacts and
impaired the assessment of the progression of the resection.
In one case of recurring meningioma, the evaluation was
impaired due to calcification of the dura mater above the
tumor, which compromised visualization. There were no
infectious complications related to IOUS.

Illustrative Cases

Case 1
A 59-year-oldmale patient presentedwith headache, vomiting,
reducedvisual acuity, and lefthemiparesis.AnMRI scanshowed
a deep temporal lesion to the right. The IOUS clearly identified
the lesion, its heterogeneous appearance, and the cystic area,
which presented with similar aspect on the MRI, as well as the
control after resection.Acomputed tomography (CT) scan in the
immediatepostoperativeperiodconfirmedgross total resection
of the lesion, an anaplastic astrocytoma (►Fig. 1).

Case 2
A 27-year-old male patient with a history of generalized
seizures and normal neurological examination. An MRI scan
showed a 12-mm lesion located adjacent to the right ventric-
ular atrium. The IOUS located the lesion and, aided by a metal
probe, shown in the imagewith the typical reverberation sign,
guided the resection of this cavernoma and evaluated the
resection control. A CT scan in the immediate postoperative
period confirmed complete resection (►Fig. 2).

Case 3
A 58-year-old female patient with a history of progressive
paraparesis and dorsal back pain with 10 months of

Fig. 1 (A) T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan with gadolinium in the preoperative period, showing a heterogeneous temporal
tumor with a cystic area. (B) Intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS) scan showing the tumor with heterogeneous appearance and the cystic
area, similar to the preoperative MRI. (C) The IOUS for final resection control showing gross total resection. (D) Immediate postoperative
computed tomography (CT) scan confirming gross total resection.
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evolution. An MRI scan showed an intramedullary tumor in
the cervical-thoracic transition. Surgery enabled the visuali-
zation of the spinal cord enlargement without precise limits,
whereas the IOUS defined the tumor precisely, with widen-
ing of the spinal cord, with a slightly more hyperechoic
appearance than the normal spinal cord. We could clearly
observe the loss of normal sonographic aspects of the spinal
cord in the area of the tumor, which was a ganglioglioma
(►Fig. 3).

Case 4
A 28-year-old male patient complaining of burning pain in
the lateral compartment of the right thigh associated with
loss of strength and atrophyof the right thigh after 12months
of evolution, which showed, on physical examination, hypo-
trophy of the right quadriceps and paresis for extension of
the right leg. A thigh MRI scan revealed a tumor with 2 cm in
diameter on the lateral and deep compartment of the right
thigh, suggestive of schwannoma. Electroneuromyography
showed involvement of the right femoral nerve. The IOUS
identified the tumor easily in terms of location and depth,
enabling a less aggressive surgery for this case of schwan-
noma of the femoral nerve (►Fig. 4).

Case 5
A 54-year-old female patient admitted to the emergency
department with a history of sudden headache followed by
decreased level of consciousness and a score of 6 on the
GlasgowComa Scale (GCS). A CTscan revealed a left temporal
intracerebral hematoma associated with subarachnoid and
intraventricular hemorrhage. It was not possible to perform

CT angiography (angio-CT) or angiography. Emergency sur-
gery was performed. The IOUS identified the entire intrace-
rebral hematoma and diagnosed an aneurysm of the left
middle cerebral artery in themiddle of the hematoma before
dural opening, enabling the surgeon to change the approach
strategy in real time (►Fig. 5).

Discussion

The IOUS is an auxiliary method of image-guided surgery
capable of providing information in real time in the initial
phase as well as during the surgery, compensating distor-
tions caused by the brain shift.6 Comparatively to other
image-guided surgeries, IOUS is less costly, consumes less
time, it is easily adaptable to the operating room, and does
not expose the patient and health professionals to ionization
radiation.7

The indications for the use of IOUS range from elective
procedures to emergency surgeries due to its ease of use and
portability. In pediatric neurosurgery, IOUS is used in peri-
toneal ventricular derivation in neonates, drainage of arach-
noid cysts,8 and control of resection of Chiari malformation
type I.9 In adults, IOUS is extremely versatile, and is used to
insert catheters and electrodes,10 drain cysts and abscesses,
and identify and remove foreign bodies.11,12,13

In intracerebral hematoma drainage surgeries, IOUS can
accurately identify the location of the clot, map the vessels,
identify aneurysms or associated AVMs, and evaluate the
final result of the surgery. We had the opportunity of using
IOUS in an emergency surgery to drain an intracerebral
hematoma suspected of having a ruptured aneurysm in
which it was not possible to perform angio-TC or angiogra-
phy to confirm the diagnosis in the preoperative period. The
IOUS easily delimited the area of the hematoma and con-
firmed the diagnosis of a ruptured middle cerebral artery
aneurysm prior to dural opening, completely changing the
approach strategy in real time.

The IOUS also assists in the insertion of intraventricular
catheters, and is of crucial importance in cases associated

Fig. 2 (A) Preoperative T2-fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) MRI scan showing a lesion adjacent to the right ventricular
atrium. (B) The IOUS guiding the metal probe to the lesion. (C) The
IOUS demonstrating the reverberation caused by the metallic probe
(full white arrow and circle) and the hyperechoic lesion (white
hollow arrow). (D) Control IOUS showing complete resection. (E)
Postoperative CT scan confirming complete resection.

Fig. 3 (A) Preoperative T2-weighted MRI scan showing a cervico-
thoracic intramedullary tumor. (B) Surgical image showing spinal cord
enlargement without precise limits. (C) The IOUS showing the tumor,
slightly hyperechoic, widening the spinal cord. It is possible to
distinguish the exact point in which the medulla loses its normal
sonographic aspects (the high reflectivity of the medullary surface,
the hypoechogenicity of the nervous tissue, and the central echo).
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with compression and deviation of the ventricles. Wilson
et al.14 studied 249 cases of ventriculoperitoneal shunt and
compared the accuracy of the insertion of the intraventricu-
lar catheter using IOUS, stereotaxic navigation, and the free
hand, and concluded that there was greater precision in the
insertion and reduction of the proximal obstruction of the
catheter when guided by ultrasound and stereotaxic
navigation.

In biopsies or surgeries involving small and deep lesions,
IOUS is very useful because it enables surgeons to easily

visualize and insert metal probes and silicone catheters into
the chosen target with great precision.15 Di Lorenzo et al.16

compared biopsies guided by IOUS and stereotactic biopsies
guided by CT and concluded that, for supratentorial lesions
greater than 15mm, the accuracy of themethods are similar,
with IOUShaving the advantages of being faster, simpler, and
having a lower cost.

In brain tumor surgeries, IOUS is applied to map the
lesion, and identify its limits, cystic and necrotic areas, and
the relationship of the tumor with adjacent anatomical

Fig. 4 (A) T1-weighted MRI scan with gadolinium showing a tumor in the depth of the right thigh. (B) A photograph of the IOUS guiding the
surgery. (C) The IOUS demonstrating the tumor. (D) A photograph of the surgical specimen.

Fig. 5 (A) Preoperative CT scan showing left temporal intracerebral hematoma associated with subarachnoid hemorrhage and intraventricular
hemorrhage suggesting aneurysmal rupture. (B) The IOUS showing the hyperechoic intracerebral hematoma associated with a circular
image with a hyperechoic wall and hypoechoic content suggestive of aneurysm (white arrow). (C) The IOUS with color Doppler showing swirling
flow inside the circular lesion, confirming the diagnosis of aneurysm (black arrow).
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structures such as vessels, ventricles and bony prominences,
providing real-time information to assist in the surgeon’s
decision regarding the best approach strategy and minimize
surgical aggression. It enables the evolutionary monitoring
of the resection and the identification of residual lesions,
maximizing the removal of the tumor.17,18 In our experience,
IOUSwas able to identify all brain tumors studied, including
low-grade gliomas, and clearly determine their limits, their
relationships with large vessels, their cystic or necrotic
portions, the associated hematomas, and the areas of edema
when present.

In surgeries for spinal tumors, IOUS is a tool of great help
to the surgeon because it enables the visualization of intra-
spinal abnormalities and monitoring of the progress of the
resection and the result of the surgery. Quencer and Mon-
talvo,19 studying the sonographic characteristics of the
spinal cord, observed regularity in three characteristics of
the normal spinal cord: the high reflectivity of themedullary
surface; the hypoechogenicity of the nervous tissue; and the
central echo. In their experience,19 the absence of these
sonographic characteristics indicates the presence of neo-
plastic pathological processes affecting the spinal cord.
Epstein et al.20 analyzed 186 intramedullary tumors and
observed that astrocytomas expand the spinal cord asym-
metrically and are slightly more echogenic than normal
tissue. Ependymomas expand the medulla symmetrically
and are located in the central region. They are hyperecho-
genic, uniform, and with well-defined limits. Epstein et al.20

easily identified rostrocaudal cysts: in 4 cases of spinal cord
demyelinating disease, they observed sonographic charac-
teristics different from those found in spinal tumors, such as
minimal spinal cord expansion or normal spinal thickness,
hypoechogenicity without associated hyperechogenicity,
and visualization of the central canal. The central canal
was not observed in any of the 182 cases of intramedullary
tumors, confirming the findings by Quencer andMontalvo.19

Therefore, IOUS, in addition to aiding in the location of the
lesion, the characterization of the tumor, the identification of
the cystic areas, and the monitoring of the tumor resection,
may suggest its nature according to its sonographic charac-
teristics, whether neoplastic or demyelinating disease, thus
avoiding unnecessary resections. To increase the accuracy of
IOUS in spinal tumor surgeries, studies21with 3D ultrasound
coupled to navigation systems have been conducted, and
they show encouraging results.

The IOUS is also beneficial for peripheral nerve tumor
surgeries and resections of neuromas, especially those of
small dimensions, located in deep regions; IOUS helps the
surgeon perform procedures that are more precise and less
traumatic to the patient.22

Critics23,24,25 point out that IOUS yields poor image
quality due to poor spatial and contrast resolution compared
with other auxiliary modalities of image-guided surgery,
such as intraoperative MRI and intraoperative CT. They also
report that the quality of the IOUS image suffers a gradual
deterioration during the surgical procedure due to the
production of artifacts caused by blood, air, instruments,
and poorly-coupled transducers in the surgical cavity. After

the resection starts, the formed cavity introduces significant
changes in the sound-attenuation factor. There is a need to
fill with saline solution, which has a sound attenuation close
to zero. The difference in attenuation of the saline solution
with the brain tissue causes an artifact perceived as a shiny,
hyperechoic area, which can be misinterpreted as a tumor
remnant. The artifact can be observed in the images as an
area of increased brightness below the bottom of the cavity
filled with saline. This is the most common artifact found on
IOUS in brain tumor surgeries.26

Nowadays, there are commercial ultrasound devices that
provide high-quality images, which are equipped with trans-
ducers of various sizes and frequencies that can be introduced
into the surgical cavity, bringing the transducer closer to the
area of interest and reducing the formation of artifacts. They
generate two-dimensional (2D) images and 3D reconstruc-
tions, and enable the fusion of images with magnetic reso-
nance and coupling to neuronavigation systems.4,5,6,21,27,28 To
minimize the artifacts generated by surgical manipulation,
researchers are studying the use of liquids with impedance
similar to that of brain tissue tofill the surgical cavity to reduce
the reverberations and noise caused by the change in sound
transmissibility and maintain the image quality during the
evolution of the procedure.26 For the monitoring of the resec-
tion and identification of the tumor remains, optimizing
resection, notably in high-grade gliomas, ultrasound contrast
may be used.29,30 Prada et al.31 demonstrated that the use of
contrast is extremely specific in the identification of residual
tumors. The ability todistinguish the tumor, the artifacts anda
normal brain is based on the ability to show the degree of
vascularity and not the echogenicity of the tissues.

Conclusion

The IOUS is a dynamic, safe and practical examination that,
despite showing a 2D image on screen, when scanning the
studied area, enables a very accurate 3D perception of the
location and dimensions of the lesion addressed and the
anatomy of the region. Additionally, it can be performed in a
few minutes and repeated several times during the surgical
procedure. It enables the observation of the pulsation of
tissues and vessels, the displacement of lumps in liquid
collections, and the monitoring of the drainage of cysts
and collections, in vivid, interactive and real-time images.
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